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Spies 2009-01-08 in the quiet cul de sac where keith and stephen live the only immediate signs of the second world
war are the blackout at night and a single random bombsite but the two boys start to suspect that all is not what it
seems when one day keith announces a disconcerting discovery the germans have infiltrated his own family and
when the secret underground world they have dreamed up emerges from the shadows they find themselves
engulfed in mysteries far deeper and more painful than they had bargained for bernard shaw couldn t do it henry
james couldn t do it but the ingenious english author michael frayn does do it write novels and plays with equal
success frayn s novel excels john updike new yorker a beautifully accomplished richly nostalgic novel about
supposed second world war espionage seen through the eyes of a young boy sunday times deeply satisfying frayn
has written nothing better independent
"Spies", Michael Frayn 2007 designed to meet the requirements for students at igcse and a level this accessible
educational edition offers the complete text of spies with a comprehensive study guide highlights of andrew bruff s
guide include detailed analyses of character setting and theme close examination of the novel s plot structure and
narrative techniques key quotations and activities both for the student working alone and in the classroom in the
quiet cul de sac where keith and stephen live the only immediate signs of the second world war are the blackout at
night and a single random bomb site but the two boys start to suspect all is not as it seems when one day keith
announces a disconcerting discovery the germans have infiltrated his own family and when the secret underground
world they have dreamed up emerges from the shadows they find themselves engulfed in mysteries far deeper and
more painful than they had bargained for
Spies, Michael Frayn 2006 親友のたった一言が 運命の歯車を狂わせた 第二次大戦下のロンドン郊外 スパイごっこ をする二人の少年の前に見え隠れする ドイツのスパイ 大人たちの秘密 最後に
明かされる意外な真相とは ウィットブレッド小説賞受賞
Spies 2017-04-18 ever since an obscure civil servant called stephen summerchild fell to his death from a window in
the admiralty rumours have circulated about a connection with some secret defence project now as a television
company reinvestigates the case the cabinet office feels it may be prudent to make a reassessment of its own in
case of any sudden alarm at number ten a landing on the sun is not just a masterly novel in its own right but a
clever debunking of those off the peg whitehall yarns many novelists have tried to take the lid off the arcane world
of the civil service frayn has done it as brilliantly and imaginitively as any of them daily telegraph comedy creeps up
on a landing on the sun like bindweed transforming what starts out as a thriller into a small masterpiece of the
absurd financial times
スパイたちの夏 2003-03-25 he knows everything about her before they meet more about her nine novels that she does
herself he has devoted his life to studying and teaching them and yet he is four times as clever as she is now as she
steps off the train in london something about her in the flesh sets him thinking maybe he has a chance to resolve
the one remaining mystery at the heart of things through a series of letters sent by a minor english literature
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academic to his old friend in australia frayn combines a vivid and moving study of obsession with a witty and playful
account of what it s like to be on the fringes of the creative process michael frayn is the celebrated author of fifteen
plays including noises off copenhagen and afterlife his bestselling novels include headlong which was shortlisted for
the man booker prize spies which won the whitbread best novel award and skios which was longlisted for the man
booker prize
Focus On 2008 bit of a wide boy terry got a spot of form eye for the ladies a real rough diamond some might say not
without his virtues though as his campaign for open government shows no secrets that s terry s secret allied to
charm that is of course only one person finds it easy to resist his charm and counter his arguments and that s hilary
one of the serious and dedicated young civil servants working in the home office in westminster who just happens to
know the truth about the case in which terry is currently interested she despises him and everything he stands for
but then why is she to be found one evening walking through the back streets behind the strand to the run down
block where terry s pressure group has its headquarters now you know takes on government campaigns ambitious
civil servants and determined pressure groups with frayn s trade mark wit michael frayn s other novels include
headlong which was shortlisted for the booker prize and spies which won the whitbread best novel award
A Landing on the Sun 2009-01-08 one of theatre s subtlest most sophisticated minds the times now you know frayn
s light but serious marvellous play about official and unofficial secrets about idle curiosity and investigative purpose
observer
The Trick of It 2013-03-21 one of theatre s subtlest most sophisticated minds the times one spring morning a quiet
shy man in his sixties sets out from land s end to walk the length of his native land he has never walked more than a
dozen miles in his life before his health is uncertain his boots are new and he is too diffident to talk to anyone he
meets along the way his slow solitary progress up the spine of britain is watched by an unseen audience his family
and friends at home how far will he get before he is forced to give up is he being heroic or merely selfish as the days
of his absence go by the old alliances and quarrels inside the family shift and alter what emerges is a story about
the arbitrariness of human endeavour and about the tenacious complexity of human relationships about one man s
glimpse of the country he lives in about courage and about love first and last was directed by alan dossor in a
production for bbc television with joss ackland as the walker
Spies 1961 a love affair through an interpreter said raya that s a very cultured prospect raya is a mercurial moscow
blonde who speaks no english and the affair she is embarking upon is with gordon proctor gould a visiting british
businessman who speaks no russian they need an interpreter which is how paul manning is diverted from writing his
thesis at moscow university to become involved in all the deceptions of love and east west relations
Now You Know 2013-03-21 heaven reported st john in revelation was a cubical city 12 000 furlongs high made of
pure gold like unto clear glass that was 1 900 years ago and heaven today has changed out of all recognition so
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discovers howard baker who after a car accident on earth finds a celestial metropolis which offers rich opportunities
for leisure and enjoyment but one that also presents a moral and intellectual challenge for the likes of modest
responsiible likeable educated men such as howard
Now You Know 2017-04-07 michael frayn is one of the great playwrights of our time enjoying international acclaim
and prestige this anthology contains three of his strongest titles of serious drama copenhagen democracy and
afterlife the volume features the definitive version of each play together with an introduction by the author and a
chronology of his work copenhagen the most invigorating and ingenious play of ideas in many a year and a work of
art that humanizes physics in a way no other has done new york times michael frayn s tremendous new play is a
piece of history an intellectual thriller a psychological investigation and a moral tribunal in full session sunday times
a profound and haunting meditation on the mysteries of human motivation independent democracy michael frayn s
complex and richly rewarding new play is wonderfully alert to the piquant paradoxes and ironic twists of this
intensely tricky period in germany s conversation with itself independent what makes frayn s play essential viewing
is its schiller like grasp of practical politics guardian michael frayn s democracy is one of those rare dramas that don
t just dare to think big but that fully translate their high aspirations to the stage with sharp style and thrilling clarity
new york times afterlife this play is almost literally brilliant it glitters shines and gleams with frayn s trademark
perceptive wit as it sends up the whole concept of theatre in the process of telling a strong essentially tragic
biographical story the stage
First & Last 2017-03-23 why not programme computers to take over the really dull jobs that human beings have to
do such as praying and behaving morally at the william morris institute of automaton research they are doing just
that to free mankind for the really stimulating and demanding tasks of living today first and foremost the impending
visit of her majesty the queen to open its new wing
The Russian Interpreter 2015-11-12 in mid career michael frayn took up his old trade of journalism and wrote a
series of occasional articles for the observer about some of the places in the world that interested him he wanted to
describe not the extraordinary but the ordinary the typical the everyday and his accounts became the starting point
for some of the novels and plays he wrote later from a kibbutz in israel to summer rains in japan bicycles in
cambridge to notting hill at the end of the 1950s they are glimpses of a world that sometimes seems tantalisingly
familiar sometimes vanished forever michael frayn is the celebrated author of fifteen plays including noises off
copenhagen and afterlife his bestselling novels include headlong which was shortlisted for the man booker prize
spies which won the whitbread best novel award and skios which was longlisted for the man booker prize all writers
of fiction should be required by law to go out and do a bit of reporting from time to time just to remind them how
different the real world in front of their eyes is from the invented world behind them michael frayn whether he s on a
kibbutz or a bicycle frayn makes acute observations and the writing is enchanting conde nast traveller
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Sweet Dreams 2015-11-12 insight contexts provides students with a variety of writing tips and strategies for
developing excellent context responses
Frayn Plays: 4 2017-01-12 featuring a photocopiable book with dvd this is a study guide to the book with dvd of
interviews with author on writing themes and contexts
The Tin Men 2015-11-12 in the spring of 1956 like two million other men of his generation the eighteen year old
leslie woodhead received a summons to serve her majesty charting his progress from the austerity of post war
halifax via raf training camps and the joint services school for linguistics this work takes us to berlin and the front
line of the cold war
Travels with a Typewriter 2011-06-02 why not program computers to take over the really dull jobs that human
beings have to do such as praying and behaving morally at the william morris institute of automation research they
are doing just that to free mankind for the really stimulating and demanding tasks of living today first and foremost
the impending visit of her majesty the queen to open its new wing michael frayn is the celebrated author of fifteen
plays including noises off copenhagen and afterlife his bestselling novels include headlong which was shortlisted for
the man booker prize spies which won the whitbread best novel award and skios which was longlisted for the man
booker prize tin men his first novel is now a modern classic winner of the somerset maugham award it explores
computers technology and automation with customary humour and wit
Whose Reality? 2011 in the business of reading julian lovelock charts the development of the english novel over the
past hundred years smuggling in titles from scotland ireland and the caribbean he focuses on twenty texts written
since the end of the first world war some well known but others less so placing them in their historical context
novelists represented range from d h lawrence e m forster and virginia woolf through graham greene kingsley amis
and iris murdoch to such contemporary writers as ian mcewan maggie o farrell and graham swift written in a lucid
style that reflects his expertise and enthusiasm lovelock s innovative selection perceptive analysis and lightness of
touch will appeal to the general reader the book club member and the student he argues that our response as
readers is an important part of the creative process and while he mainly avoids the critical isms that have
characterised recent academic debate he introduces such concepts as intertextuality metafiction and the role of the
often unreliable narrator showing how an appreciation of the way the language of fiction works can only add to our
understanding and enjoyment
Studying Spies 2006 1945年8月15日 玉音放送の響く中で見つかった女の死体 そして1年後に発見される第二 第三の死体 ghq占領下の東京に殺人鬼が徘徊している そいつを追う警視庁の
三波警部補 だが三波自身も警察組織も暗い秘密を隠していた 実在の連続殺人に材をとり 圧倒的リアリティで描く戦後の闇 衝撃の警察小説大作
My Life As a Spy 2002-12-31 a collection of brilliantly funny pieces by the much loved author of noises off skios and
spies
The Tin Men 2022-02-24 easily the most original thing frayn has done written with elegant simplicity new statesman
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uncumber lives at a time in the distant future when all humanity is divided in two the insiders and the outsiders the
insiders are privileged with their every need catered to by somatic drugs three dimensional holovision and a
prolonged life uncumber lives in this luxurious world and is told that she must never go out into the dust and disease
of the real world uncumber however is haunted by a restless and inquisitive spirit when she falls in love with an
outsider she decides to go exploring a fairy tale of the future guardian
The Business of Reading 2012-11 the twentieth century english novel encompasses a vast body of work and one of
the most important and most widely read genres of literature balancing close readings of particular novels with a
comprehensive survey of the last century of published fiction this companion introduces readers to more than a
hundred major and minor novelists it demonstrates continuities in novel writing that bridge the century s pre and
post war halves and presents leading critical ideas about english fiction s themes and forms the essays examine the
endurance of modernist style throughout the century the role of nationality and the contested role of the english
language in all its forms and the relationships between realism and other fictional modes fantasy romance science
fiction students scholars and readers will find this companion an indispensable guide to the history of the english
novel
TOKYO YEAR ZERO 2016-04-07 shows how central the second world war still is to post war writing focusing on the
upsurge of interest in the second world war in recent british novels this monograph explores the ways in which
secrecy and secret work including code breaking espionage and special operations have been approached in
representations of the war it considers established writers including muriel spark sarah waters and kazuo ishiguro as
well as newer voices such as liz jensen and peter ho davies the examination of the after effects of involvement in
secret work inter generational secrets in a domestic context political allegiance and sexuality shows how issues of
loyalty deception and betrayal are brought into focus in these novels
Collected Columns 2015-11-12 an award winning and highly distinguished documentary film maker leslie
woodhead has written a funny sad and highly atmospheric memoir of what it was like to be hurled into maturity
amidst the peculiar circumstances of the cold war in the spring of 1956 like two million other men of his generation
the eighteen year old leslie woodhead received a summons to serve her majesty charting his progress from the
austerity of post war halifax via comically bleak raf training camps and the grim isolated joint services school for
linguistics my life as a spy takes us finally to berlin and the front line of the cold war in the ruins of a city gripped by
espionage and paranoia leslie woodhead discovered adulthood and his vocation as an observer and documenter of
people a slice of cold war history and a poignant tale of how our lives can be formed by events and experiences we
barely comprehend at the time a delightfully irreverent memoir woodhead s memories exude a wonderful sense of
nostalgia for a world of lost innocence that to anyone over 60 is instantly recognisable sunday times
A Very Private Life 2007 publikace představuje specifický typ dramatické postavy pojmenovaný nový posel kterého
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lze chápat jako následovníka konvenčního typu postavy známé z tradičních dramat nejčastěji jako posel přítomnost
posla v tradičním dramatu má určité funkce které plní i nový posel toho však odlišuje fakt že se nejedná o
samostatnou postavu ale jeho roli v současném anglicky psaném mainstreamovém dramatu přejímá některá z
hlavních postav mezi takové postavy patří především rozliční novináři či reportéři politici či jejich asistenti vědci či
učitelé detektivové či policisté historické postavy filozofové a literární vědci atd publikace v konkrétních případech
analyzuje dramata dvou britských dramatiků michaela frayna a toma stopparda a afroamerického dramatika
augusta wilsona
Spies [by] Michael Frayn 2009-04-30 terry the charismatic director of a british campaign for open government
has a direct approach to official secrets and women alike the only person who can resist his brash frankness is hilary
a serious and dedicated young civil servant in the home office who happens to know the truth about a big police
cover up until one morning she turns up at the campaign s offices with a brown envelope marked private and
confidential what eventually emerges from that envelope will change the lives of everyone involved the theme of
michael frayn s eighth novel now you know 1992 is the difficult counterbalance of openness and personal privacy as
timely as ever in today s wikileaks era it is like all of frayn s work both thought provoking and very funny this edition
features a new introduction by the author entertaining enough to keep you up half the night chicago tribune
unabashed joy in the language refreshing vitality serious issues are being examined here and with superb
intelligence james wilcox the new york times book review a tremendously thought provoking story skillfully crafted
the milwaukee journal
The Cambridge Companion to the Twentieth-Century English Novel 2011-07-01 a fascinating account of an
extraordinary father by his son lord rees mogg who was major kavan elliott womaniser rogue wartime saboteur
peacetime spy even all of these behind the cover of a seemingly respectable business career elliott was entangled in
a complex web of deception glamorous women communist double agents and interrogation at the hands of the
gestapo and hungarian secret police was the man who dropped blind into serbia in 1942 on a mission for soe a
courageous daredevil or a philandering scoundrel this is the extraordinary true story of the quest undertaken by
kavan elliott s son to discover the truth about his father from the torture chambers of budapest to the classified
archives of the british secret intelligence service i spy reveals an astonishing legacy of espionage betrayal romance
and double dealing this faber finds edition includes a new afterword by geoffrey elliot drawing on hitherto secret
documents
Second World War in Contemporary British Fiction 2012-12-13 this book prepares students and teachers for the
requirements of the 2015 aqa a level english literature a specification structured and written to develop the skills on
which students will be assessed in the exams and coursework students of all abilities through the source texts book
features and approach will be able to make clear progress the book offers students the opportunity to build on skills
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acquired at gcse extending them into their a level course ensuring that they are fully prepared for the assessment
requirements of the qualifications and that students become successful independent all round learners building on
years of development work on earlier editions this brand new book includes the latest thinking and research thus
maintaining relevance and instilling confidence whether students are taking as or a level aqa english literature
specification a this resource offers guidance and activities to help all students achieve their potential
My Life As A Spy 2016-01-01 containing over a hundred interviews conducted over the last fifteen years with leading
directors actors and writers at the national theatre buzz buzz is a fantastic compendium that offers unrivalled insight
into the work and practice of the best theatre talent in these illuminating interviews playwrights such as michael
frayn kwame kwei armah rebecca lenkiewicz david hare pam gems and tony kushner and many others talk about
the roots of their work their methods of research and how they collaborate with their directors while actors from
fiona shaw to kenneth branagh and directors from peter hall to marianne elliott contribute fascinating insights into
their ideas and ways of working the book covers plays by the greeks and shakespeare english and european classics
and the best of modern english irish and american drama theatre writer and commentator jonathan croall draws on
the vast wealth of interviews he s conducted at the national theatre in this fascinating and wide ranging book
New Messengers: Short Narratives in Plays by Michael Frayn, Tom Stoppard and August Wilson 2017-05-30 the
ultimate literary bucket list the washington post celebrate the pleasure of reading and the thrill of discovering new
titles in an extraordinary book that s as compulsively readable entertaining surprising and enlightening as the 1 000
plus titles it recommends covering fiction poetry science and science fiction memoir travel writing biography
children s books history and more 1 000 books to read before you die ranges across cultures and through time to
offer an eclectic collection of works that each deserve to come with the recommendation you have to read this but it
s not a proscriptive list of the great works rather it s a celebration of the glorious mosaic that is our literary heritage
flip it open to any page and be transfixed by a fresh take on a very favorite book or come across a title you always
meant to read and never got around to or like browsing in the best kind of bookshop stumble on a completely
unknown author and work and feel that tingle of discovery there are classics of course and unexpected treasures too
lists to help pick and choose like offbeat escapes or a long climb but what a view and its alphabetical arrangement
by author assures that surprises await on almost every turn of the page with cormac mccarthy and the road next to
robert mccloskey and make way for ducklings alice walker next to izaac walton there are nuts and bolts too best
editions to read other books by the author if you like this you ll like that recommendations and an interesting
endnote of adaptations where appropriate add it all up and in fact there are more than six thousand titles by nearly
four thousand authors mentioned a life changing list for a lifetime of reading 948 pages later you still want more the
washington post
Now You Know (Valancourt 20th Century Classics) 2013-03-21 an archive of letters written by the late john le
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carré giving readers access to the intimate thoughts of one of the greatest writers of our time the never before seen
correspondance of john le carré one of the most important novelists of our generation are collected in this beautiful
volume during his lifetime le carré wrote numerous letters to writers spies politicians artists actors and public figures
this collection is a treasure trove revealing the late author s humour generosity and wit a side of him many readers
have not previously seen
I Spy 2015-07-30 playing for time explores connections between theatre time the historical moment and fictional
time geraldine cousin persuasively argues that a crucial characteristic of contemporary british theatre is its
preoccupation with instability and danger and traces images of catastrophe and loss in a wide range of recent plays
and productions the diversity of the texts that are examined is a major strength of the book in addition to plays by
contemporary dramatists cousin analyses staged adaptations of novels and productions of plays by euripides
strindberg and priestley a key focus is stephen daldry s award winning revival of priestley s an inspector calls which
is discussed in relation both to other priestley time plays and to caryl churchill s apocalyptic far away lost children
are a recurring motif bryony lavery s frozen for example is explored in the context of the soham murders which took
place while the play was in production at the national theatre whilst three virtually simultaneous productions of
euripides hecuba are interpreted with regard to the beslan massacre of schoolchildren
AQA English Literature A: A Level and AS 2015-01-04 of the 2 3 million national servicemen conscripted during
the cold war 4 200 attended the secret joint services school for linguists tasked with supplying much needed russian
speakers to the three services the majority were in raf uniform as the warsaw pact saw air forces become the
greatest danger to the west after training they were sent to the front lines in germany and elsewhere to snoop on
russian aircraft in real time posted to raf gatow in berlin ideally placed for signals interception douglas boyd came to
know hitler s devastated former capital divided as it was into soviet french us and british sectors pulling no punches
he describes the sigint work his subsequent arrest by armed soviet soldiers one night on the border and how he was
locked up without trial in solitary confinement in a stasi prison the solitary spy is a unique account of the terrifying
experience of incarceration and interrogation in an east german political prison from which boyd eventually escaped
one step ahead of the kgb
Buzz Buzz! Playwrights, Actors and Directors at the National Theatre 2018-10-02 a large number of people
each year make their reading decisions on the basis of prizes like the booker and orange guide to fiction this new
title in the successful must read series provides an overview of prize winning fiction over the decades with 100 titles
fully featured and over 500 read on recommendations this unique survey of literature incorporates some of the
finest contemporary fiction ever produced including salman rushdie s midnight s children booker jonathan coe s
what a carve up john llewellyn rhys andrea levy s small island orange louis de bernieres s captain corelli s mandolin
commonwealth writers prize zadie smith s white teeth guardian first book award arundhati roy s the god of small
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things booker as well as booker and pullitzer prize winners the book also finds room for those that have triumphed in
less familiar prizes such as the betty trask and the john lewellyn rhys it looks at prize winners in certain genres such
as crime and science fiction as well as prize winners from other countries the french prix de goncourt and the
australian miles franklin award because of the sheer range of prizes across countries and genres this is a diverse
and rich list that no book worm would want to be without
1,000 Books to Read Before You Die 2022-12-06 a mobile phone is something that gives you the whole world at the
touch of your finger but this book is even better magic mobile is a collection of thirty pre loaded new text files in a
no fuss non digital entertainment system in a volume that succeeds matchbox theatre and pocket playhouse each of
these short comic masterpieces displays michael frayn s unique genius in forever capturing life s latest absurdities
tune in to the bbc radio 4 adaptation of magic mobile 13 may 20 may 27 may 3 june michael frayn s eleven novels
include towards the end of the morning headlong spies and skios his seventeen plays range from noises off to
copenhagen
A Private Spy 2013-03-31
Playing for Time 2017-04-05
The Solitary Spy 2010-10-27
100 Must-read Prize-Winning Novels 2020-03-24
Magic Mobile
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